Precedence: ROUTINE  Date: 01/05/2010

To: Sacramento

From: Sacramento Chico Resident Agency

Contact: IA

Approved By:

Drafted By: User 005as01.542

Case ID #: 804H-SC-C43009 (Pending)

800A-SC-C42792 (Pending)

Title: DOMAIN MANAGEMENT:

INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM MANAGEMENT;
PRODUCTS CREATED BY IA

Synopsis: Submit accomplishment report

Details: On 5 January 2009 writer created a report on threat. Threats were identified through research conducted in support of focused on:

Uploaded
To: Sacramento  From: Sacramento
Re: 804H-SC-C43009, 01/05/2010

Accomplishment Information:

Number: 22
Type: [Blank]
ITU: INTEL PROGRAM
Claimed By: [Blank]
SSN: [Blank]
Name: [Blank]
Squad: [Blank]

UNCLASSIFIED